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Introduction 

Advertise.com used to known as ABC search, but changed their name a few years ago.  I 
like Advertise.com because I have PPC campaigns that are consistently making me 
money every day. 

They have a large advertising platform and provide a wide variety of different forms of 
online advertising and pay-per-click (PPC) is just one of them.  Your PPC ads appear as 
search ads, contest ads, inline text ads, toolbar ads, mobile ads and on parked domains. 

They claim to have 10 billion monthly ad impressions and at least 200 daily queries in 
their keyword marketplace. 

Advertise.com gets there traffic from the thousands of partner traffic sources that make 
up their entire search network. 

The optimization of these sources is key to advertiser success, to ensure this, 
Advertise.com allows you to block the traffic channels of their distribution partners that 
do not work for you. 

Tokens 

There are essentially four tokens that you need to use in all of your ads: 

<<AFFSUB>> 

All Advertise.com traffic sources are identified with an “<<AFFSUB>>” ID made up of a 
master affiliate and their sub-id, essentially their affiliate.  These traffic sources ID’s are 
passed through with every click, which can be found within the tracking system you are 
using (i.e. Prosper202) or in the reports of a CPA network that provides subid tracking.  

<<TERMS>>: Inserts the searched keyword into your title or description. 
Example:  
Keyword bid on: Shoes 
Searched Keyword: Cheap Shoes 
Ad Title Setup: Find <<TERMS>> Today! 
User will see: Find Cheap Shoes Today!  
 
<<TERMS_HTML_KW>>: Inserts the actual keyword that was bid on, instead of 



the search term used. 
Example:  
Keyword bid on: Shoes 
Searched Keyword: Cheap Shoes 
Ad Title Setup: Find <<TERMS>> Today! 
User will see: Find Shoes Today!  
 
<<TERMS_HTML>>: Inserts the searched keyword into your tracking/click URL 
Example: 
Keyword bid on: Shoes 
Searched Keyword: Cheap Shoes 
Click URL Setup: http://www.my.clickurl.com/sale?phrase=<<TERMS_HTML>>  
User will see: http://www.shoefind.com/sale?phrase=cheap_shoes  

Using these tokens is absolutely vital to creating campaigns that bring in profits every 
day with Advertise.com.  You can pass these tokens to your reporting system (i.e. 
Prosper202) or the affiliate network that you may be sending the traffic directly to (i.e. 
Commission Junction). 

You can easily see what traffic sources and keywords are converting.  By eliminating 
poor converting traffic sources and keywords, you can have profitable campaign running 
in no time. 

Setting Up A Campaign 

To start a PPC campaign, you need to go to http://www.advertise.com/ad-
solutions/search and create a brand new account. 

Once your account has been activated, you can start creating new campaigns.  Simply 
log into your account and click the green “Add Campaign” button located at the top right 
corner of you dashboard. 

 

You will then be prompted to start setting up the basic structure of your campaign. 



 

The first step is to name your campaign.  You will find that the platform is very similar 
in set up compared to Google Adwords in that you can create ad groups.  You will be 
prompted to create your first adgroup on the set up screen.  Having multiple ad groups 
is beneficial because it allows you to tailor your ads specifically to the keyword in that ad 
group. 

The “Campaign Type” that you select with be “Keyword Marketplace” for a targeted PPC 
campaign.  You could select the “Premium Run of Network” option if you want unsold 
remnant traffic for as little as a penny per click. 

If the “Premium Run of Network” traffic option is not available to you, you will have to 
contact your account rep to activate it for you. 

The next section is about “Adgroup Specific” and this is where you have to specify 
whether you are promoting adult related content. 

The “Campaign Dates” area allows you to select and strat and end date for your 
campaign.  I usually ignore this area as almost all the capaigns I run are not date 
specific. 

Geo-targeting allows you to select which countries you would like your ads to appear in.  
You also have the option of creating different GEO profiles for multiple countries if you 
would like to save time in setting up future campaigns. 



Day-parting allows you to select the hours and days that you would like to have your ads 
appear.  This is especially useful if you are running campaigns that are only for 
particular times or are time sensitive to conversions. 

Setting Up Your Ads 

After setting up your campaign, the next step is to create your first ad for the ad group 
you just created.  Your ad will consists of a title (25 chracters max), two description lines 
(35 characters max per line), display URL (Max 35 characters) and your click url. 

 

All the standard marketing rules of creating a compelling PPC ad apply here such as 
attention, interest, desire and action. 

You have the option of creating multiple ads for each group.  I don’t create a second ad 
because in the reporting there is no information on impressions and click-thru rates on 
each ad so you can’t really optimize. 

Adding Your Keywords 

There are essentially two match types for the keywords that you add.  They are phrase 
match and exact match.  Exact match only shows your ads for that particular keyword 
and phrase mtach will show your ads for any phrase that contains the kewyords that you 
are bidding on. 

I have had mixed results in the past, so as a rule of thumb I start all my keywords as 
exact match until the campaign is profitable and then I will change some of the 
profitable keywords to phrase match to get additional traffic. 



 

There are no quality score rules on Advertise.com, so I try to add as many keywords as I 
can per ad campaign to get as much exposure as possible.  

Traffic Optimization 

This is the absolute key to making traffic from Advertise.com profitable.  If you don’t 
follow this section, you will have a tough time making a decent amount of money from 
there traffic. 

Advertise.com gets there traffic from thousands of sources, so it is crucial that you shut 
down the poor performing partners in the early stages.  

In each campaign, you will see a “Traffic Optimization” button. 

 

Once you click on this button, you will be given two separate options. 

1. Bulk Traffic List Editor 

2. Traffic Source Optimization 



 

The “Bulk Traffic List Editor” option allows you to whielist or black list and partner IDs. 

 

This is extremely important because you can basically block entire feeds or just subid 
feeds of a partner site.  You can also create a “whitelist” campaign where you pre-select 
what partner ID’s you would like to receive traffic from. 



The “Traffic Optimization” tool allows you to see what partner sites are generating the 
clicks to your ad campaigns.  You can review your conversion logs to see what partners 
are send you poor traffic and thenshut them off quickly. 

 

That really is all that is need t make a campaign profitable.  You might start a campaign 
and lose a little money upfront, but consider it an investment in data so that you can 
evetually find the winning partner sites that send you profitable traffic. 


